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NEXT STEP IN 21ST CENTURY 
EDUCATION FOR STUDENTS IN AFRICA 

 Eight secondary schools have now received the PC as a Service solution 

 More than 500 multi-year scholarships are planned to be distributed in 2012 

 Some 5,000 African students and their teachers in four countries can benefit from 
connectivity to a 21st century education  

Eight secondary schools in Africa have now received the PC as a Service solution, a cloud-
computing solution that provides schools with a low-maintenance, easy-to-use model that is 
optimized for mobile broadband networks.  The deployment is part of Connect To Learn’s 
initiative in the Millennium Village clusters in Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. 

In addition, more than 500 scholarships will be distributed in 2012 thanks to Connect To 
Learn partners including Ericsson, the Sanchez-Palm Girls Scholarship Fund, SpinMaster, 
JM Eagle and a number of individual contributors. Scholarships cover tuition, boarding and 
other school-related expenses.  

Elaine Weidman, Vice President, Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility, Ericsson, says: 
“Mobile and broadband technology is a key enabler for access to a quality education in all 
communities, even the poorest and most rural.   Delivering cloud-based computers and 
connecting them in the eight schools is a major step in our mission to bring a quality 
secondary education to more students.” 

PC as a Service uses laptops on a mobile broadband connection, and allows students to 
have access to the news, information and the latest educational content, as well as fellow 
students around the world. For teachers, it allows greater focus on students, as maintenance 
of the solution is done remotely.  

The eight secondary schools now using the solution are located in Millennium Villages 
Project clusters in Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda where Ericsson has been active in 
providing the network infrastructure and services to bring voice and data communications as 
part of the broader Millennium Villages Project.  
 

During 2011 Connect To Learn was deployed in Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. In 
total, some 5,000 African students now have access to quality learning resources for a 21st 
century education. 

In addition to these activities, ICT deployments have begun in Chile and Jamaica where 
hundreds more students will benefit from the support of Connect To Learn.  
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Photos Left to Right:  

Connect To Learn Ulumbi Secondary School Sauri, Kenya_ 

Connect To Learn Mbola Millennium Village Students at Llolangulu Secondary school (at front: Ericsson_region sub-Saharan 
Africa Director_Margaret_Kositany) 

Connect To Learn Uganda_Ntungu Secondary school, Headteacher_Innocent Nakawunde, Prof Earth Institute_David Hursh, 
ICTteacher_Bylon Kagwisagye 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

About Connect To Learn 

Connect To Learn is a public-private partnership between Ericsson, the Earth Institute at 
Columbia University, and Millennium Promise along with operator and other corporate and 
individual partners. A global education initiative, Connect To Learn is designed to ensure a 
21st century secondary education for everyone – even those in the most remote villages of 
the world – by providing secondary school scholarships for girls, and making ICT 
investments in their schools to improve access to quality educational resources. 

http://www.ericsson.com/res/thecompany/docs/comp_facts/background_connect_to_learn_fi
nal.pdf 

www.ericsson.com/connecttolearn 

www.connecttolearn.org 

Our multimedia content is available at www.ericsson.com/press 

Ericsson is the world's leading provider of communications technology and services. We are 
enabling the Networked Society with efficient real-time solutions that allow us all to study, 
work and live our lives more freely, in sustainable societies around the world. 

Our offering comprises services, software and infrastructure within Information and 
Communications Technology for telecom operators and other industries. Today more than 40 
percent of the world's mobile traffic goes through Ericsson networks and we support 
customers’ networks servicing more than 2 billion subscribers.  

We operate in 180 countries and employ more than 100,000 people. Founded in 1876, 
Ericsson is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden. In 2011 the company had revenues of 
SEK 226,9 billion (USD 35.0 billion). Ericsson is listed on NASDAQ OMX, Stockholm and 
NASDAQ, New York stock exchanges. 

www.ericsson.com   
www.twitter.com/ericssonpress 

http://www.ericsson.com/res/thecompany/docs/comp_facts/background_connect_to_learn_final.pdf
http://www.ericsson.com/res/thecompany/docs/comp_facts/background_connect_to_learn_final.pdf
http://www.ericsson.com/connecttolearn
http://www.connecttolearn.org/
http://www.ericsson.com/
http://www.twitter.com/ericssonpress
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www.facebook.com/technologyforgood 
www.youtube.com/ericssonpress  
 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT 

Ericsson Corporate Public & Media Relations 
Phone: +46 10 719 69 92 
E-mail: media.relations@ericsson.com  

Ericsson Investor Relations 
Phone: +46 10 719 00 00 
E-mail: investor.relations@ericsson.com  
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